Notification of Parents Right to Review and Object to Instructional/Library/Reading Materials

UF Lab School’s process to receive and review objections to instructional materials recommended for adoption, as specified in ss. 1006.28 and 1006.283, F.S. is as follows: If a parent has questions or objections regarding instructional materials proposed for adoption, please send an email detailing your objection to a specific curriculum to the Director of Secondary Programs | Christy Gabbard, cgabbard@pky.ufl.edu, or Director of Elementary Programs | Dr. Ashley Pennypacker Hill, apennypacker@pky.ufl.edu.

UF Lab School’s process to object to materials made available in school libraries, as specified in s. 1006.28, F.S. is found at the P.K. Yonge School Library Media Center Selection Policy.

UF Lab School’s process for receiving parents’ objections to materials included in course reading lists, as specified in s. 1006.28, F.S. is found in the Instructional Materials Consideration Request. Parents may review course materials through their student’s paired parent Canvas portal. Please send an email detailing your objection to a specific curriculum to the Director of Secondary Programs | Christy Gabbard, cgabbard@pky.ufl.edu, or Director of Elementary Programs | Dr. Ashley Pennypacker Hill, apennypacker@pky.ufl.edu. The Director will bring forward the questions/objections to the principal and a plan will be developed in partnership with the family to provide an alternative, mutually agreed upon, reading assignment.